Famous People Players
Famous People Players – Glow in the dark Dine & Dream Dinner Theatre.
The black light performance of Famous People Players was discovered by Liberace, and they were his
opening act in Las Vegas for 10 years. Their production of the Sorcerer’s Apprentice was part of the reopening of Radio City Music Hall, and their success continued with two runs on Broadway and
performances in China, Korea and Singapore, and throughout the United States. Their Dine & Dream
Theatre in Toronto was generously sponsored by actor Paul Newman through sales of Newman’s Own
products sold in Canada. He remained a very devoted supporter and honorary director on our board.
They were the first to perform at the Peace Memorial in Hiroshima during their 10 year tour of Japan. They
have made television appearances on A&E Breakfast for the Arts and Bravo and gave a televised
performance for Ronald Regan at the Shamrock Summit. Other appearances were on television series’ 7th
Heaven, Red Skelton’s Funny Faces, and their Emmy award winning CBS Movie of the Week “Special
People”, based on the founding of the company.
Diane Dupuy, the company founder, is an outstanding motivational speaker who spoke alongside former
Vice President Al Gore at the Alliance for a New Humanity. With 5 honorary degrees, she was awarded the
Order of Canada and the Queen’s Jubilee medal for her work in Theatre and her dedication to the
integration of PEOPLE with disABILITIES.
The show that CAPS will be seeing is called “A Little Like Magic”.
Transportation from the Marriott Eaton Centre Hotel to the Dinner/show will be at 5:30 pm.
Dinner at 6:30 pm
Check off your choice of main meal:
______ AAA Sirloin Steak
______ Salmon
______ Chicken Nuggets
Show at 8:00 pm
Transportation back to hotel at 10:00 pm
Cost: $90.00

